Computational design of variants for cephalosporin C acylase from Pseudomonas strain N176 with improved stability and activity.
In this report, redesigning cephalosporin C acylase from the Pseudomonas strain N176 revealed that the loss of stability owing to the introduced mutations at the active site can be recovered by repacking the nearby hydrophobic core regions. Starting from a quadruple mutant M31βF/H57βS/V68βA/H70βS, whose decrease in stability is largely owing to the mutation V68βA at the active site, we employed a computational enzyme design strategy that integrated design both at hydrophobic core regions for stability enhancement and at the active site for activity improvement. Single-point mutations L154βF, Y167βF, L180βF and their combinations L154βF/L180βF and L154βF/Y167βF/L180βF were found to display improved stability and activity. The two-point mutant L154βF/L180βF increased the protein melting temperature (T m) by 11.7 °C and the catalytic efficiency V max/K m by 57 % compared with the values of the starting quadruple mutant. The catalytic efficiency of the resulting sixfold mutant M31βF/H57βS/V68βA/H70βS/L154βF/L180βF is recovered to become comparable to that of the triple mutant M31βF/H57βS/H70βS, but with a higher T m. Further experiments showed that single-point mutations L154βF, L180βF, and their combination contribute no stability enhancement to the triple mutant M31βF/H57βS/H70βS. These results verify that the lost stability because of mutation V68βA at the active site was recovered by introducing mutations L154βF and L180βF at hydrophobic core regions. Importantly, mutation V68βA in the six-residue mutant provides more space to accommodate the bulky side chain of cephalosporin C, which could help in designing cephalosporin C acylase mutants with higher activities and the practical one-step enzymatic route to prepare 7-aminocephalosporanic acid at industrial-scale levels.